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Cucumber Salad

1 large english 
cucumber
1/2 small red onion
1 can of chickpeas

Ingredients

Rinse cucumbers and cherry tomatoes and pat dry
On cutting board, dice cucumbers
Remove skin from red onion and chop 
Slice the cherry tomatoes in half 
Dice the avocado into a medium dice about ½
inch cubes
Open can of chickpeas and drain
Combine all vegetables and chickpeas into a bowl
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Method

Equipment
Cutting Board
Towel to dry

½ lime
cilantro 
½ tsp sea salt
pinch black 
pepper

Knife 
Bowl
Spatula 

1 cup cherry
tomatoes
1 avocado
2 tbsp extra
virgin olive oil

Can Opener
Colander or 
Strainer

8. Remove cilantro leaves from stem and finely chop
9. Slice the lime into wedges and squeeze juice over the
mixing bowl 
10. Add extra virgin olive oil, cilantro, sea salt, and black
pepper to mixing bowl
11. Toss salad with olive oil dressing and garnish with cilantro.
Serve as a side or meal



Knife Cuts 

Chop

Dice
Slice

casual, imprecise term that simply
means to roughly cut food into
bite-sized pieces

generally smaller than a
standard cube, the dice cut also
creates uniform squares for even
cooking and a polished look

general term that means to cut
across the grain into thin, uniform
pieces

the ingredient is cut into long,
uniform strips like matchsticks

Julienne



Healthy Fats

"good fat"
good for heart
helps lower bad cholesterol(LDL) 

Avocados Extra Virgin 
Olive Oil 

Monounsaturated Fat

Over 20 vitamins and minerals
Satiety

feel fuller longer

"good fat"
good for heart
helps lower bad cholesterol(LDL) 

Monounsaturated Fat

Loaded with antioxidants 



Exercise Benefits

Fats, including healthy sources like avocado
and olive oil, take longer for our bodies to
digest.

Because this can divert blood flow from our
muscles to our digestive track, these are not
ideal foods to consume right BEFORE
exercising.

However, they are packed with beneficial
nutrients and energy that can help refuel
our bodies AFTER exercise and keep us
satisfied between meals so they should be
incorporated into our well-balanced, dietary
intake! 


